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Why history?

● Knowing historical context and pathways 
● History does not repeat itself, but it rhymes 

(Mark Twain)
● Markets can be made but not happen 

overnight
● Regulation changes when technology 

changes
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Leyden Jar

● Lawyer Andreas Cuneus, 1746
● Filling a jar with water and electrifying it by touching 

a wire sitting in the water with an electrified glass 
vial

● Electricity generated by electrostatic machines 
charged metal foil and water
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Louis XV

● For amusement
● 180 gendarmes in a big circle in Grande Gallerie
● Holding next man’s hand
● Surprised by the shock
● King and his men found the leaping gendarmes 

both marvelous and hilarious
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Benjamin Franklin

● 1744 saw in Boston, Electrified Boy experiment

● 1747 wrote “I never before was engaged in any study”

● To a friend in London “If there is no other use 
discovered of electricity, this however is considerable, 
that it may make a vain man humble.”

● Hundreds of experiments

● 1749, “A turkey is to be killed for our dinner by the 
electrical shock, and roasted by the electrical jack, 
before a fire kindled by the electrified bottle; when the 
health of all the famous electricians in England, 
Holland, France, and Germany are to be drank [sic] in 
electrified bumpers, under the discharge of guns from 
the electrical battery.”
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Lightning
● Franklin suspected lightning was simply a massive jolt of 

electricity

● 1750, proposed tall pointed metal poles to conduct the 
lightning down to ground

● Lightning could be collected into Leyden jars

● While trying to kill a turkey with electricity shocked himself: a 
universal blow throughout my whole body from head to foot

● 1752, kite experiment

– the loose threads of the hempen string rising as if 
electrified 

– Once the string was wet, the electricity from the passing 
lightning storm flowed steadily down it



Benjamin Franklin
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Experiment with Lightning

● 1752, May 10 French stored lightning in 
jar

● 1753, Georg Richman, a Swedish 
scientist in St Petersburg tried to 
replicate, electrocuted
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Galvani and Volta

● Luigi Galvani, University of Bologna, physician and 
anatomist

● Alessandro Volta, University of Pavia, prof of 
physics

● Galvani -> role of electricity in the workings of the 
body’s nerves and muscles

● Volta-> looking at the basic nature of electricity and 
its chemical reactions



Galvani



Galvani
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Galvani and the frog

● 26 Jan 1781, Galvani while dissecting a large frog’s 
leg. Nearby an electrostatic machine turned on. 

● When touched leg jerked
● “I immediately repeated the experiment. I touched 

the other end of the crural nerve with the point of 
my scalpel, while my assistant drew sparks from the 
electrical machine. At each moment when sparks 
occurred the muscle was seized with convulsions.”

● “animal electricity”
● Published papers 1791, “On the Effect of Electricity 

on the Motion of the Muscles.”
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Volta

● Already inducted into Royal Society, son of a 
nobleman

● Condensing electroscope that measured charge
● First applauded “fine and grand discovery of animal 

electricity”
● 1794, he was convinced electricity was actuall 

metallic.... “animal versus metallic electricity”
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Napoleon

● 1796 Napoleon Bonaparte 
● Luigi Galvani refused to oath to new government
● Expelled in April 1798 from Unversity, died in 

December penniless
● Volta, accepted and contiued as professor
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Volta continued experimenting

● Tested dissimilar metals and measured 
charges with his electroscope

● Effect was stronger when he touched the 
metals, “effect of saline moisture”

● 1800, March 20, wrote a letter to 
president of Royal Society “no apology... 
electricity excited by the mere mutual 
contact of different kinds of metals”

● Copper and zinc disks seperated by 
pasteboard soaked with salt water
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Battery

● Letter reached Royal Society 26 June 1800
● Battery is declared : “the most wonderful apparatus 

that has ever come from the hand of man, not 
excluding even the telescope or the steam engine.”

● Volta’s electrical pile
● Steady current of electricity is known as Galvani
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Humphry Davy

● Chemist
● October 1807, demonstrated compounds could be 

decomposed into thei basic elements by electricity
● Alkalies -> potash and soda ash... entirely new 

elements potassium and sodium
● Later more new elements

– Magnesium, calcium, barium, strontium



Humphry Davy – Battery, 1809



Oersted

● 1820 Spring, Hans Christian Oersted, physics prof at the Uni 
of Copenhagen during a lecture

● A small Voltaic Battery
● Intended to heating platinum wire by electricity
● Wildly swinging magnetic needle
● He moved wire around and needle responded strongly as if to 

a magnet
● Strived to establish relationship between magnetism and 

electricity
● Needle right angle to charged wire



Oersted
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Electromagnetism

● 21 July 1820, Oersted announced 
“electromagnetism” in a four page paper in latin

● Experiments on the effect of an electric current on 
the magnetic needle”

● Parisian prof of math Andre Marie Ampere read the 
experiment and was sceptical

● Replicated experiment 

– Strength of the magnetic field intensified with the 
rise of the electric current

● More powerful electromagnets
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Faraday

● Education ended at age 12. Apprenticed for 7 years 
to a bookbinder

● A customer gave him the tickets to Humphry’s 
highly popular series “The elements of Chemical 
Philosophy”

● He took extensive notes, compiled an index, bound 
it together into a book

● Wrote to Humphry
● Impressed by 22 year old Faraday, hired as 

assistant
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Faraday

● 1822 wrote to lab book “Convert magnetism into 
electricity”

● 1824 became a Fellow of the Royal Society
● At 33, appointed director of the Royal Ins. Lab.
● 29 August 1831

– Only on/off generated charge  
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Electricity by magnets

● Electric current is set up in a closed 
circuit by changing magnetic field

● 24 Nov 1831, world’s first electric 
dynamo as “A new electrical machine” 
to Royal Society

● Resolved long debate electricity 
produced by lightning, electrostatics, 
batteries, and generator are the same 
invisible entity.
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First applications

● Improving batteries
● 1840, a workable telegraph
● But gas was popular, 1875 there were more than 

400 gas lighting companies in US
● Arc lighting : “One could in fact have believed that 

the sun had risen. This illusion was so strong that 
birds, woken out of their sleep, began singing in the 
artificial daylight.”

● Battery 20 times more expensive than supplied by 
steam engines
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Generator and motor

● Early 1870s Belgian engineer Zenobe-Theophile 
Gramme designed a powerful direct current 
generator also an electric motor

● Advance of Werner von Siemens.. used  
electromagnet instead of regular magnets

● With dynamo, 1876 Russian military engineer Paul 
Jablochkoff came with a Jablochkoff candle

– More gentle, carbon sticks seperated by kaolin 
cement, runs for 16 hours

● 1878 half mile of avenue de l’Opera – arc lighting



DC/AC
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Enter the Edison

● Edison’s long time friend Prof George Barker
● Tried but no effect of interest in Edison
● First dynamo designed by Americans, Farmer and 

Wallace
● Barker escorted Edison to Wallace’s brass foundry
● 8 horsepower electric dynamo, “telemachon”
● Edison : “I believe I can beat you making the 

electric light. I do not think you are working in the 
right direction.”
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Electric car

● Scottish Robert Anderson, 1834-1835 first electric 
transportation

● 1842 no charging
● 1865 French Gaston Plante lead-acid battery
● 1879 First gas engine Carl Benz
● 1914 Ford



September 16, 1878, New York Sun, EDISON’S NEWEST MARVEL. SENDING 
CHEAP LIGHT, HEAR, AND POWER BY ELECTRICITY”
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Edison’s Network
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Thank you

● For more info

www.barissanli.com

http://www.barissanli.com/
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